The unique and proprietary method for making monoclonal antibodies from rabbits provides several significant benefits.

Advantages of rabbit monoclonals
- The high affinity of rabbit antibodies combined with the specificity of a monoclonal
- Excellent results in all major applications including staining of paraffin embedded tissue sections
- Every RabMAb is tested in multiple applications before being released - WB, IHC, ICC, IP and Flow Cytometry
- Ideal for generating antibodies against mouse or rat targets

Superior antigen recognition
The benefits of the rabbit immune system have been taken advantage of through the generation of rabbit polyclonals for many years, but no technology existed for the creation of stable rabbit hybridomas from which rabbit monoclonals could be reliably produced.

Patented hybridoma fusion partner cell line
The availability of the first suitable rabbit fusion partner cell line, created in 1995 by Dr. Katherine Knight (1), enabled the generation of stable rabbit hybridomas. Dr. Robert Pytela and his colleagues have further developed this cell line and established a robust system allowing for the creation of rabbit monoclonal antibodies on a larger scale.

Using this proprietary rabbit monoclonal antibody (RabMAb) technology, we have developed a large number of antibodies which perform well in a variety of immunoassays (Fig.1).

RabMAbs - High affinity and specificity
RabMAbs combine the advantage of high affinity, attributable to their rabbit origin with high specificity due to their monoclonal nature. The high affinity and low background of RabMAbs makes them ideal affinity reagents for demanding applications such as the detection of antigens in formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue sections.

We have developed several high quality IHC antibodies against various antigens which can be used in both basic research and clinical settings (Fig.2). Several studies conducted recently comparing RabMAbs to mouse monoclonals have found RabMAbs to be superior detection reagents for staining of tissues (2-3). In addition to use in IHC, rabbit monoclonals are proving to be excellent detection reagents for use in a many immunoassays.
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Bulk up with Abcam

Make great savings for your lab!

The benefits of ordering in bulk

Please contact your Abcam distributor for information and prompt quotations regarding RabMAbs.

**Bulk stock - volume based discounts**
Eliminate supply problems by purchasing any of our products in bulk. Volume-based discounts are available.

**Custom formulations**
We offer custom formulations and custom concentrations that may be prepared upon request; minimum quantities will vary.

Discover more at abcam.com